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l•l. General. ftia chapter outU.ae• the orpnisation ot 3301K and apeci:f'ies
respoDSibilitiea 'Within the 334 Air Division. (See Annex A)
1-2. Responsibilities. The Chief, 33d Operational Program Maintenance will
be responsible for the proper functioning of 330PM. He will assign progrenaers
to each of the duties specified in paragraph l-3·

a. Prosnm Coordint.tor. Thia programmer will be responsible tor
coordinating a+J. progrann1ng activities. He v1ll assign additior-.1. dutiea
baaed on programmer areas of responsibility and current workload. lBre ia the
clirect representative of the Chief, .330PM and the focal point of all prog~
1ng activities. All incoming.programming information is distributed ~y him
or through him to the programmer concerned.

He is

respo~sible

tor

aaaip~

progr8111118ra to special projects and other duti~s such as Analysis Re;ports,
SAGI Program Chmge Requeata, trouble shooting and testing functions. He vill
~ •••ia'tlMM:e to ptogre.11Er1 aa.req,uired based on programing priorities.
·!he ~ Ooozrclimtor vill be directJ.¥ res;ponsible :f'or providing, the Chief,
330PM, Vitb CU 1Dtol'm't1on pertinent to the operation ot 330PM. Be will..be
re,pons~le.·tor e41ting all veraion descriptions.
b. '?ape,,Loacl Coordinator. Th.:i.s pr.ogrammer will be responsible for
coordinating all tape load activities. He will provide written directives
descr~bing in detail the procedures to be followed in loading SOOP tapes.
He will update these procedures as required. The Tape Load Coordinator will
acbeclu.le all tape load -activities through the Program Coordinator. The Tape

x.o.c1 Coordinator v1ll be tmiliar with all Prosnm Coordinator du.ties and viU
4ut1e• of the ~ Coordinator in his absence.

i>erf'01"1l the

c. Initial Conditions Coordina.tor. This prognaDer vill be reepcma:f.ble
for coorcliDAtiDg all Initial Conditions changea. He will provide wri,tter;i
clirec~b'e• 4eacrib1D& in 4eta1l the procedures to be followed 1D u.pdating
WtiAl. Ccm41tiau (~r 6). Bevill. •intaiD a aster tile ot Initial
ConcU:t1oms ancl 1f1ll· ~14e tb.1• tile tor tape load ••· requil'ed.
d • .W.ptation Coorclinitor. This progrumer will be responeible for
cooriimting all Ad.iaptation uplatea. Be will provide vritten directives
describing in detail the procedures to be followed in updating .Adaptation.
(Cbapter 6) lre W1U mintain a master file of Adaptation and provide this
tile tor taJ)e load as required.
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e. Geography Coordinator. This programmer will be responsible for
coordinating all Geography changes. He will provide written directives
describing in detail the procedures to be followed in updating Geography.
(Chapter 6) He will maintain division Geography and provide updated
Geography as required.
f. Exercise Coordinator. This programmer will be responsible for
supervising all division exercises. He will maintain a file of all exercise
information by month and will coordinate Exercise Monitor duties with the
Program Coord:ina·tor. The Exercise Coordinator will insure that a programmer
is assigned to each division exercise. He will maintain a file of all data
obtained in connection with exercises. The Exercise Coordinator will
generally be the programmer that is assigned to the SPARS program. He will
be well qualified in the operation of the simulation program and be thoroughly
familiar with TBS operation.
g. ~uals Control Officer. One officer will be assigned duties as
Manuals Control Officer. He will be responsible for maintaining all
division manuals. He will also inspect division manuals quarterly to insure
completeness and currency. .He will submit a quarterly report on the status
of division manuals to the Chief, 330PM. The Non-CoDmlissioned Officer Will be
the Assistant Manuals Control Officer and will be thoroughly familiar with
security regulations and control procedures.
1-4. Administrative Duties. The 330PMAdministrative Section will consist
of the Secretary and the NCOIC. The NCOIC will supervise and control 330PM
supply ordering and maintenance. The Secretary is delegated authority to
act for the Chief, 330PM in all matters pertaining to 330PM administrative
functions. The Secretary will be responsible for the accuracy and appearance
of all 330PM correspondence. The Secretary will also maintain 330PM llJIC
manuals and all administrative files.
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COMPUTER SCBEWLING
2-1. General. Monthly master SAGE computer time schedules are made up and
distributed by 33?ClE-WC. Schedules are normally finalized in a computer
scheduling meeting that is conducted approximately three weeks prior to the
effective date of the schedule. Requests for computer time should be made to
the 330PM Computer Scheduling Officer no later than the 1st week of the month
preceeding the month in which time is desired. These requests are required
if programming requirements require more time than normally scheduled. Conq>Uter
time that is normally allotted to 330PM may be coordinated within 330PM as the
need arises.
2-2. Responsibilities. The Chief, 330PM will assign one programmer as Computer Scheduling Officer. This programmer will perform ALL coordination
between 330PM and 33?ClE-WC,, pertaining to computer scheduling. Upon reqeipt
of the monthly master computer schedule,, the Computer Scheduling Officer will
publish a Programming Team Computer Schedule,, based on the time allocated to
330PM.
2-3. Scheduled Computer Time. All team members will comply with the published
computer schedule. If it is not possible to adhere to the published schedule,,
~ if it becomes apparent that there is no need for a scheduled block time,,
~ae Conq>Uter Scheduling Officer wil+ be notified immediately.
Team members
are authorized to exchange scheduled block times among themselves,, or arrange
for substitute users,, however, the Computer Scheduling Officer will be notified
)f all deviations to the published schedule.
2-4. Unscheduled Computer Time: If it becomes necessary for a team member
to acquire computer time in excess of the published schedule allocation, a
request for extra time will be given to the Computer Scheduling Officer. Where
possible, the Computer Scheduling Officer will meet requests for more computer
time from the 330PM master schedule allocation. If this is not possible or
practical, the Computer Scheduling Officer will request additional time from
33?ClE-WC.
2-5. Priorities. Requests for computer time for testing and correcting
problem reports Will take precedence over the published schedule. Team
members requiring computer time for problem checkout Will notify the Computer
~cheduling Officer/Program Coordinator. The Program Coordinator will determine
_,ne priority level of the request,, and take action to meet the request,, if
necessary.
2-6. Records. At the end of each month,, a copy of the master computer time
schedule, attached to a copy of the Program Team Computer Schedule will be
filed in the Office of Program Maintenance. Both schedules will be annotated
with all changes that occured during the month. Schedules will be kept on file
~or a minimum of twelve months.
2-1
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MATERIAL CO?f!'ROL

3-1. General. This chapter outlines procedures to maintain control of the
tapes, plugboards, control cards and card decks available to the 330PM
programmers.
3-2. Res;ponsibilities.
a. The Program Coordinator will assign one programmer to initially
set up and monitor the tape files located in the computer maintenance room.
b. The assigned progranmer will establish the stated tape f'ilea as
prescribed in Annex A to this chapter. He will turther,.monitor to elisure
that the procedures outlined below are being followed.

3-3· Procedures.
a.

Tapes:

(1) The assigned programmer will initially set up the tape f'ile
cabinet in the computer room as per Annexes A and B, respectively.

(2) Be will spot check the cabinets at frequent intervals to
ensure that tape order is being m.intained.

(3) Any additions or deletiions to the master tape file will be
coordinated with the programmer responsible f'or tape control.
b. Plu.gboards: Operational plugboards, test memory and printer, will
be labeled 330PM and stored in the plugboard storage area in the com;puter room.
c.- Cards:
(1) Each programmer will be assigned a drawer in the card cabinet
located in the 330PM office area. P:r'logrammers who have been •ssigried
coordinator duties such as Adaptation, Initial Conditions, Geography, etc.
which require large storage areas will be assigned additional drawers as
required. The !ape Load Coordinator will control aasigmaent of' card storage
areas.
(2) The card cabinet located in the computer room will be used f'or
control cards and card decks necessary '.for computer operation. Drawers'used
for other purposes will be labeled with the programmer's name. Programmers
will coordinate the use of card cabinet drawers with the:Tape Load Coordinator.
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TAPE CABIHET SET UP

l. Eleven cabinets located 1n the computer room are available for 330PM use.
Sev,en of these cabinets will be co-assigned to programmers for tapes used in
sp~cial projects, emergency and test change processing etc. These cabinets
will be labeled A•F and the programmer name will be tagged on the cabinet
door in addition to the label.
·
2. Two cabinets will. be used for tape preparation and be marked Tape Load
(SUOP) and Tape Load (Support Systems). The SUOP cabinet is for use by the
Tape Load Coordinator. The Support Systems cabinet is for use by support
systems pro~mmers. Specifically, these are assigned to Adaptation,
Geography, SPABS, GIAIT, RUN and UBISIM. This cabinet wiU contain b•sic·
support__ sy&tem tapes and .geography DLO tape in addition to SPARS for suP»ort
system de'V'elopment.

3. Two cabizi.ets will be retained for use by all programmers. These will be
marked Masters-Current Version and Masters-Histor,y respectively. Specific ·
conteut and.handling of' tapes in these lockers is contained in Ailnex B of'
this chaJ>'ter.

4. One cabinet will be marked Spare Blanks/Parity Tapes and contaih'.i~~apare
or parity t"pes on hlihd. PrOgftmlllers will use this cabinet f'or repl~ments
needed bi their own or OPM cabinets.·
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MA8?ER' S P'ILES - COftD'l' .A1'D BADLDG PROCDURIS

I

Content
A.

The Master - Current Version tile rill eoatain 17 slots as tollovs:
1.

Maintenance Master

2.

4 Pile Master (Orig)

3. 4 File Master (con 1)
4.

~uined

.Adaptation

5. BiDar;y Adaptation
6. Binar;y Geography

7.

OISDI (Adapted)

8.

SP.ABS (Adapted)

9. BOB (.Aclapted)
10. GIAl'.r

11. COSEAL

12. Load/version (Orig)

13. Load/version (Can 1)
14. Load/version (Orig)
15. Load/v,rllion (Can 1)
16. Load/version (Orig)
17. Load/version (Copy 1)
B.

The Masters-Histor;y tile will contain 17 slots as tollowa:

1. Maintenance Master
2.

4 File Master

3.

Combined Adaptation

4. B:lnary Geography

5. Last SlJOP Version/Subversion to cycle

')! 55-1
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6. UNISIM (Adapted)

7.

SP.ABS (Adapted)

8.

mm

9

..16 Bepeat ot 1-8

(Adapted)

17. GIAIT
l!.

Handling

A. Handling ot tapes between the Current and Histoey tiles will be
pertormed b;r the assigned programer only-. When t·apes are lllOV'ed into the
current til.es those being rep.laced will. be moved into the histor,- til.e as
their contents dictate. For eD11ple: It V45 is current then T44 and V43
(or their latest subversion tapes) would occup;r the histor,- tile. When
v46 becam current V45 tapes would replace the histoey containing v43 tapes,
thus the latest tapes are alva7s retained. sub-version loads aQl'IBll;r require oD1;r shifting ot SUOP DCA sub-version tapes into the cu.i"zint f'ile b7
the Tape Load Coordinator. Shc:nild mere than two sub-versions be produced,
the programmer assigned tape control should be notitied ot a requiremeD.t
shitt tapes between current and histoey tiles.
B. T:wo-mn control.: To assure eOli.atan.t two-an control, all DCA
tapes will contain a tape cmrtrol. l.abel lmli'ber in addition to a tape
veritication l.abel. This number will be 1*94 'b7 the Progran Co0rdi.Dator.
RemonJ. or exchange ot labels will require approval ot the OPJl Cliiet and his
assistaat, or intbeir absence,'*~ qua~~tie4 Pftll'&Jlllers. Tu;pc!!ring with
these labels YiUJ· pe considered ! ·v~4'l.~~:$.on ot 330PM Bu.cl.ear Satet7 Verification procedures and will be reported to the Chief, 330!'11 b7 antone suspecting or detecting tape control label DWliber or certitied label alterations.
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4

DOCUMENT CONTROL

4-1. General. Programmers assigned to 330PM will utilize common documentation
wherever possible. This chapter does not pertain to documentation, official
or unofficial which is a part of individual professional libraries.
4-2. Responsibilities.
a. Document control for the Programming Team will be accomplished
by the Manuals Control Officer. The Manuals Control Officer will coordinate
with the Chief, 330PM to ensure that the documentation needs of the Programming
Team are ~ulfilled.
b. The Chief, 330PM, will apprise the Manuals Control Officer of the
documentation needs of the Programming Team.
c. Team members will inform the Chief, 330PM, of' documentation needs
over and above normal distribution.

d. Each programmer will maintain documentation for the Programming
Team !AW the procedures outlined below.
4-3. Storage. Programming team documentation will be retained in ringed
binders, and stored in cabinets within the Programming Team Office. Binders
removed from storage cabinets will be returned to the storage area use.
4-4. Labelling, Numbering of Master Volumes. 330PM Master Volumes will be
clearly labeled as Master Volumes, Volume
of
Volumes. The Manuals
Control Officer will designate 330PM Volumes that are to be designated and
maintained as Master Volumes based on distribution allotments for 330PM.
The Manuals Control Officer will designate individual Programmers that are
to receive and maintain copies of Master Volumes. In all cases, Master Volumes
will be labeled as Master Volumes and will be maintained in an up-to-date
status at all times. Volumes other than Master Volumes such as Individual
Reference Manuals will be clearly marked "Reference Only". Designating
volumes as Reference Only will alert programmers that the material may not
be up-to-date.
4-5.

Document Control.

a. All. (iocumentation will be initially received by the administrative
section of 330PM. Items of interest to the programming tee.Di. will be forwarded
through the Program Coordinator. If the Program Coordinator determines that
an item is to be placed in a specific binder, it will be noted at the top
of the routing slip prior to being sent to the prop.;ramm.ing team members. If
no filing notation is made, and a member of the programming team desires that
an item be placed in a specific binder, that member will make the proper
annotation at the top of the routing slip. When the Manuals Controls Officer
receives the document through distribution, he will file it or have it filed
in the appropriate binder.
4-1
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-~ Anytime a document is removed from a binder, a red card, stored in.
the steel cabinet, will be inserted at the place of removal. The document
removed, along with the individual's initials will be noted on the card.
When the document is replaced, the red card will be removed from the binder
the annotation marked out, and the card replaced in the storage box.
4-6. New Version Documentation. Documentation pertaining to a new version
will be handled separately from all other distribution.
a. The Chief, 330PM, and the Program Coordinator will be notified
immediately upon receipt of' all new version documentation.
b. New version documentation will be logged in on a special 1nventory
form, unique to that numbered version. The documentation will be stored as
designated by the Program Coordinator. In the case of data pertaining to area
notebooks, documents will be inserted in existing binders, behind current
information.
c. Information pertaining to past versions will not be deleted from
binders until after the effective date of' a new version, and then only upon
permission of' the Program Coordinator. Documentation removed from binders
will not be destroyed without the expressed permission of' the Program
Coordinator.

4-7. Requests for Documentation. Requests for new, or additional documentation will be directed to the Secretary.
4-8. Team Publication. The Secretary will handle publication of' all documents
produced by the programming team.

4-2
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CHAP.rER 5
COMMJJNICATIONS

5-l. General. This chapter 9utlines communications procedtµ"es of an official
nature.
5-2.

Procedures•

a. Policy Making: Authority to conduct external communications of a
policy making nature rests with the Chief, Office of Program Maintenance.
b. Within 33d Air Division SAGE Complex: Team members are authorized
to conduct communications with all agencies within the 33AD SAGE Com.plex
while performing duties related to program maintenance.
c. Lateral Units (CC Teams and DC Teams} : Team members are authorized
to conduct communications with all lateral units while performing duties
related to program maintenance.
d. 270P.r: Team members are authorized to conduct communications with
270P.r while performing duties related to program maintenance.
(l) Team members will notify the Chief, 330PM, prior to initiating
all telephone calls to 270P.r.
(2} All telephone communications with 270P.r, regardless of place
of initiation, will be recorded in the Telephone Communications Log, located
in the Secretary's office. The information to be recorded is as follows:
(a)

Date/Time.

(b)

Team member's name.

(c)

Individual contacted/Place.

(d)

Nature of call.

e. Air Defense Command: Team members will conduct communications
with ADC only after obtaining approval f'rom the Chief, 330PM. Recording
~rocedures specified in paragraph 4-2d(2) above apply.
f. Santa Monica: Team members will conduct communications with all
agencies at ~nta Monica only after obtaining approval from the Chief, 330PM,
to communicate with an agency at Santa Monica, the Chief, 330PM, will be
notified prior to initiating the call. Recording procedures specified in
paragraph 4-2d(2) above apply.

5-1
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PROCESSING INITIAf_ DATA 1 ADAP!'ATION AND GEOGRAPHY

6-1. General: Prior to the receipt of the Maintenance Master Tape from
the Test and Acceptance Agency, TAA, it is the responsibility of the
assigned programm.er(s) to ensure that the adaptation binary tape and initial~
data and geography decks for the 33d Air Division are completed for the initia~
tape load.
6-2.

References:
a.

TM-3255/001/00Z - Standard Direction Center Adaptation Guide

b.

TM-3255/003/00 - Standard Direction Center Initial Conditions

c.

TM- 3010 - FAST User's Manual

d.

TM-3233/001/00 - COSEAL Utility System User's Manual

e.

TM-820/010/00 - Enviromental Data Guide

Guide.

6-3.

Res~onsibilities:

a. The Chief, 330PM, will assign programmers to the areas of adaptation,
ini'tial data and geography. This assignment may be in addition to other area
assignments for those programmers.
b. The programmers assigned the areas of adaptation, initial data and
geography are responsible for the calculation, testing and documentation for
these areas. They are also responsible for the structure and currency of
those card decks necessary for initial data and geography.
c. Team;m.enibers will ensure that no changes are made to either the
initial data deck, geography deck or adaptation tape without notifying the
assigJ:!.ed Program coordinator.

p-4.

Procedures:

a.

Calculating and Testing:
(1)

Initial Data:

(a) !he •ssigned programmer should use the folloWing documents
for adaptation and 1..uitial conditions.
1

Calculation.a:
a

TM-3255/001/00Z - Standard Direction Center

Adaptation Guide

6-1
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.E,
Init~al

'J!l4-3255/003/00 - Stan.dard nirection Center

Conditions Guide.

-

2 ioureelJ· ct En.vironmental .Dai.:

a TM-82o/103 - ~egion/l>ivision Centers.
b

TM-820/1()6 - Airbase and Squadron Dea.

,5!

TM.-82o/107 - AADCP Data

d TM-820/613 - Unique to Site - Ft Lee AJ'S
(llote:

Por some ce.lculations COSEAL's IVG can be uatk\.}

(b) Upon the c~letion of the initial c!&ta·.calculations,
the exist1'.g initial data deck rill be updated. (llote,: !he 4eck is updated
using procedures outlined in Annex A to this chapter. ) !he !'ape Load
Coordinator (!LC) will be advised that the initial data is ready tor the
initial tape load.
(c)

A~er the

to ensure that all•the

:blitial tape load, the printout 'Will be checked
data was loaded correctl;r.

init~l

(2) Adaptation:
(a)

Specific coordination responsibilities:

1 Coordinate 'With the !ape Load Cc·rord.inato:r to establish
• cutott ~te tor ail adaptation inputs for the tape load.

2 Maintain the adaptation combined tape ustng the c~.,

:tuncti~.

i

Assigning the work load as req¢red on each pr0g;amer.
;

..,4

adaptation.
(b)

Conduct a briefing period for version

co:at6n~

..a

Bequirements for adaptation chalJ&es.
.I

1

Ii

(:b.angea in enVira.illB.'!"Bl or physi.cal fa6tots

~r.4 th~ cq.viss1ng

.,

are. ac-

ot directorates, Opera~iqu Plane., ,Mroapace :Defense
Coilli'M, .Air J'orce:leadquarters teletJped 1Dformt1on1 am a keen.a-.reness
ot vbat enviranu::uf;al factors intluence a~ation..
2 Adaptation changes resulting :f'tom redesign normall;r
come b;r way of SPC:,-All, PC, !C 1 and iPc documents. !he Phoenix.Release
Doc,umnta, •ts-123/~/XX,, eumariz~s these documents 'b11,t 18 com,ptete up
to ·a 'certain. d.ate.
·
'
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(c)

Authorization for adaptation changes.

Values to be used for adaptation are contained in the TM
ser:i.es. When adaptation values contained in tb.is series are.
altered, either due to a change or addition, authorization JIDl.St be obtained
from the controlling agency (ADC or Air Force) as listed in TMADC)82o/ooo/xx.
This authorization is normally in the form of a letter from the Director of
Operations who has the delegated authority from First Air Force to approve
Air Force controlled adaptat~on. ADC adaptation is authorized upon receipt
of the mi.l:i.tary teletype fer ADC Headquarters. Often, adaptation changes
which result from programs redesigned do not require an alteration, except
for perhaps format, in the TM(ADC) series. These changes do not require
further authorization for implementa·tion.
l

(ADC)82o/xxx./ii.

(b) In the past, adaptation workshops had the authority to make
necessary changes in adaptation. This is not the normal means of gathering
adaptation inf'ormation.

NOTE:

See Annex B to this chapter for detailed adaptation procedures.

(3)

G-eo~phy:

(a) TM-3233/001/00, User's Manual COSEAL Utility System and the
same sources as listed for initial data should be used in the preparation
of geography.
(b) Upon completion of the geography deck for the version, the
COSEAL subsystem GEO will be used to generate thP h1~~.,...~ ~~o~ra'Phy ta~
whi.ch will bP need as an in.nut to the version initial tape load. This binary
tape will be filed in the Tape File Cabinet in the Computer Room. A printout of the geography load will be obtained, and a~er being checked it will
be given to the TLC for filir..g L."1. the Tape Load Log Binder. (NOTE: Geography pl"l:>cedures are outlined in Annex B to this chapter.)
b.

Changes to Initial Data and Geography:
{l)

Required by New Versions:

(a) Changes to existing data which are reflected in the release document will be coded and. inserted j.n the respective deck. Loading,
verifying and tee.t changes will be as in 4a(l) and (2) above.
(b) Procedures fo-: reques·ting data c~nges and reporting
data documentation errors are con·tained in .ADCM 55-32 a.nd .ADCM 55-33,
respectively.

6-3
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Introduction - Initial data arethose items 4'nd tables in permanent core
or used during precycle which are preset on the Master tape by use of
ETS. These iteDUJ and tables consist of the following types:
1.

a. Data which must be set to an assigned value for correct operation
of the Air Defense Prcg:ra1'1.. The value of these items may depend on the
configuration of the Division but are independent of the environment.
b. Data which must· be set to a value which depends on the Division environment.
c.

Data which 1.s set aa a convenience to the operational crew.

Initial data, although more static than adaptation, is less tractable.
It is ofien times difficult to recognize the ramifications a program change
may have on initial da·ta settings. Also, problems arise because initial
data tables and items can. not be easily related to any single program and
there is ofien a question of individual responsibil.ity.
2. compendium of Initial Data - A guide to initial data; TH-3255/003/ll,
has recently been made available. This document contains directions on how
to code the Values. It also lists those items which mat be set. There
is no 8uarantee that items set for convenience only will be included,
inasmu.ch as they vary greatly between divisions; however, some attempt has
been. made to include them. There is no docwrJent, as the TM-82o is for
adaptation, providiDS'' information on specific value sett1.ngS for the 334
Division.
·

3. Recognition of' Required

Change - Cognizance of necessary chailges in
inttial data of the type that must be set will ordinarily be obtained ~~ugh
the version release document. However, due to the dif'ticuJ.ty mentioned.above
in rel&t:lllg program'. changes to a required :f.nitial data change, this line of'
communicati<>,i has frequently failed. To avoid overlooking these cll&nges
&Dd to recognize b.ow environmental or program changes can affect initial
data of the "convenience" type, requires that the·programm:fng shop be .keenly
aware of' which items are set and why they are set. Also, to advise Operations
on how initial data can be used to support their a<;tivities; i.e., initial
status settings available for masking, height finders, forward.tell etc,,
requires a·therough 'knO'Wledge· of the purpose and :ruechanics of' initial a.ta.

DOI 55-l
ANNEX A

4. Procedures - The methods listed chronologically are those presently
used for the loading and han~ling of initial data.
a. After a required change is recognized, its operational impact is
explained to the affected personnel and a date for installation is set.
b. The necessary change cards are coded and tested using the ETS :f'unction
of FAST during a test mode of startover. All initial data cards are coded
using item values and not by table. This will make them co~ol independent
and easier to maintain; i.e., you do not have to be concerned that the item
may be moved within the table or put into another table. Also, the cards
should be well commented to provide a more readable printout during tape load.
c. For a version load, the tested cards are inserted directly into the
initial data deck. This deck, kept properly marked in the card filing
cabinet, is arranged alphabetically by item. The entire deck is loaded
during the first version load. The control card specifies "Clear All"
thereby removing all items preset by Phoenix except those mentioned in the
version release document. These items which can not be cleared can have
their values overridden by overloading.
d. For a subversion load, only the cards changing initial data need be
loaded and the "Clear All" option for m'S is not used. It is important
that the loaded cards be inserted into the initial data deck after loading.
Failure to do this may result in the change being overlooked on the next
version load.
e. Upon completion of the load, the deck is returned to its proper
location. The listing remains part of the version load 11.sting Which is
filed in the version notebook. To obtain a value for an initial data item
requires not only looking at the version load list but also through the
subversion loads.

2
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ADAP!'ATION PROCEDJRES

1.

Methods for loading adaptation.
a.

Adaptation Sources

(1) The basic source for the di.vision's adaptation is a COSEAL format
combined adaptation tape. This tape is ordered so that the mode adaptation
programs (TRA, TRB, TR.~, YXA, YXB, and YXN) are the first records and the
remaining programs are in alphabetical order. This is done for ease in
bookkeeping and tape manipulation. The 33d does not have a completed card
deck of adaptation, at least three combined tapes :trom past vers .ions and
associated SIC update decks of adaptation are filed as a backup. This is the
only means of recovering from tape parties on the present version of
adaptation.
b.

Initial

adapt~tion

load (Mtape)

(1) When adaptation is loaded onto the intial Phoenix release tape,
the past version combined tape is reassembled using symbolic corrector
cards to install any needed changes. The product of this COSEAL assembly is a
binary tape, an updated combined tape, and an assembly listing of adaptation
(DLO). The corrector cards are used to update the back.up combined tape; the
binary tape will be used as the input source for adaptation during the DCA
tape load (M tape); the u~dated combined tape becomes the new source for the
division's adaptation, and the assembly listing is filed in the version
release notebook. When adaptation programs are e~ied, deleted, or have a
change in their number of registers, the combined tape requires updating
using the COSEAL ADA.Pl' function.
c.

Final area adaptation.

(1) Final area adaptation is kept separate from other adaptation and
loaded directly onto DCA using program SIC (usually by the Tape Load Coordinator). A deck of final area adaptation is maintained and updated as soon as
possible a~er the 'M' tape load. The Phoenix Tape Release document, TM-LS123/Y:l:X./XX., lists the final area adaptation requirements for the version.
Final area adaptation usually existp because adaptation regi.st.ers have not
been reassembled with associated programs and/or compools by SDC personnel
at Santa Monica.
d.

Other adaptation loads.

(1) A~er the initial ioad has been made, it may be necessary to
change additional adaptation, i.e., subversion loads. A few adaptation
corrections normally do not warrant the effort needed to obtain a reassembled
binary tape. The correctors are then loaded directly onto DCA using symbolic
format (SIC). It is important to note that these symbolic cards must be
eventually loaded onto the combined tape either during or prior to the next
adaptation assembly. Failure to do this results in thoae correctors possibly
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beµig. overlooked in the next DCA load which uses a binary tape for input
adaptation. The combined tape is the basic source of division adapt·ation and
requires close control. A g9od procedure is essential. Closely check the
COMDOC and the Analyticol Compendium for psuedq programs and DCA programs for
starting core l:o~tion which is e~ressed as relative starting core location
ii>, the .Analytical C~mpendium '8nd the length of the block of adaptation·values
in ~•Ch program. (see f·. (1) )
(2) The Adaptation Coordinator will direct the team's efforts in
preparing adaptation f~r the DCA tape load in coordination with the Program
Coordinator. A time will be established for the Adaptation Coordinator to
turnover a Binary Output Tape for the Tape Load Coordinator's DCA,·load.
Each prograrmner with a DCA area responsibility has to insure the changes in
adaptation in his area are coded and punched. These cards are t~e Adaptation
Coordinators assurance the adaptation programs. are okay. He shdul.d always
recheck the coding, starting core location, and the length of the program.
e. Use the following procedure for an adaptation load
release tape.

~nto

a Phoenix

(1) Determine the adaptation requirements for a tape l0$d and assure
the Phoenix tape release docweent or m.essage(s) reflect this.

(2) Assign and re•e•igrt the task of producing the adaptation to the
responsible programmer(s) and assure an even work load, ie., some areas will
have little or no changes.
(3) Update the combined tape prior to the reassembly, if necessary.
The types of changes requiring updating are:

(a) An adaptation program i.s added or deleted.

(eg. POS 2R)

(b) The number of registers of the adaptation program already
on the combined tape is changed, (COSEAL delete)
( c)

The end card of one of the tll)e adaptation

pro~

is

altered:
l

C

2

END

END

XX

05D T06 for ta:ge correctors OR

XX for card inputs.

(4) Ass~ the fma'l area adaptation is complete and accurate. This
cteck is kept sepR&tely in a well marked slot·in the division's card filing
cabinet(s) and is used on the 'N' tape DCA lo6d or following load.

2
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( 5) Perform a COSEAL assembly of the combined tape. The prepared
corrector cards will be used for this assembly. The output will be:
(a)

TD#3 - binary tape for adaptation source input during the

(b)

TD/14 -

(c)

rJ!'D#5 - Updated combined tape.

DCA load.
A DLO assembly listing.

(6) Make a copy of the updated combined tape for back.up and store in
a safe place.
(7) File all tapes and advise the Tape Load Coordinator of the new
binary adaptation tape update and insert in the division notebook.
(8) Assure that all adaptation changes which may affect an adjacent
division or the BUIC are communicated to that facility.

f. Recurring adaptation problems.
problems in loading adaptation)

(Some areas which frequently cause

(~)
COSEAL assembles a program adaptation for the third register
in the program unless another register is specified 1n the "end" card.
This is obtained from the Analytical Compendium in the relative location
section. Therefore, a program whose adaptation does not start in the third
register must have the starting location punched in the "end" card. A blank
equals relative starting location two (2) or the third (3) register in the
program.

(2) Tags on the combined tape are not loaded on to the DCA master
and are used for referencing only during the updating and correcting the
combined tape.
(3) When assembling an adaptation program(s), particular attention
should be paid to the alphabetical ordered setting and possible change of
program names which will necessiate frequent TFM routines to position the
combined tape to establish an alphabetical order.
g.

Assemble adaptation computer set up:
(l)

TD#l - COSEAL

(2)

TD#2 - OPS CMB

(3)

rro/13 -

ADAP.r

BLANK FOR BINARY OUTPUT

(4) 'J!D:/P+ - BLANK FOR DLO
3:

(5)

rJ!'D#5 - BLANK FOR COMBINED OUTPUT
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Assembly deck in card reader.
SS 3 ON to suppress EOF after each program on DLO tape.
(recommended)
h.

Adaptation for non-N tapes.

(1) The responsible programmer will punch the necessary cards in the
SYC format (according to the FAST Complex User's Manual, Chapter 2, Para. 1)
and place them behind the program card in the ADP.Pr DECK file box. All SfC
adaptation changes for non-M tapes must be entered on the adaptation Log book.
All change cards must have descriptive but unclassified comments. If miscoded
or mispunched adaptation loaded is subsequently repaired and reloaded, the
bad adaptation cards should be discarded before the load deck is placed in
the ADP.Pr DECK file box.

4
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DCA - GEOGRAPHY PROCEilJRES FOR 33d Am DIVISION
Introduction - Geography is the term applied to the situation display
data which is COSEAL assembled and loaded onto DCA. This display data
is a visual aid presented to the operational crew to help them conduct air
defense in the 33d Air Division environment. Local geography procedures
are established accordingly. Operating within certain design. constraints
of' the hardware/software system, an effort is made to prod,1ce t..ll.e most
effective display.
l.

2. Geography Specifications - The overall SAGE system design. is predicated
upon particular displays being available at certain consoles. To assure
this, geography displays are divided into categories and the routing of these
categories are firmly established. The Variable Display Equipment Specifications, TM.-1005/001/xx, specifies both the class of displays belonging
to each category and the category routings. It is the responsibility of'
330PM to maintain the integrity of the VDE Specifications. The specific content of each of these displays is contained in the positional handbooks,
specifically the Common Appendix, ADCSPH 55-1-1.
3. Geography Procedures - Formal procedures have been e~tablished for the
operational crews to communicate desired or necessary geography changes resulting from an environmental change. OPM depends on operations to be
aware that such changes require the attention of the programming shop and
to communicate them verbally and by letter of' request. Changes brought about
because of' program redesign are described in the release document for the
version containing that change.
Once a desired change is recognized and defined, the programnJing staff'
e:x:am:l.nes its feasibility exploring:
a.

The necessary routing (category) of' the display.

b.

How many additional slots will be required.

c.

The clutter effects.

d.

The relative need for the change.

e.

The best time for implementation.

lQJ.owledge of the above points is gained by review of' the present 33d
geography and through discussions with the involved operations personnel.
If' the change is decided necessary, the operations personnel are asked to
submit a letter of' request. This letter my be written by the programming
shop for operation's signature and specifies the exact change and time for
implementation. A file of' these letters is maintained in the GEOGRAPHY
N<m:BOOK.
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Upon receipt of the letter of request and prior to tape load, the card
deck of geography is updated and then assembled from card or tape. The
output of the COSF.AL assembly is a binary tape and an assembly listing.
The tape is the input source d11ring DCA. load and the listing is used to
update the Version -u pressboard binder. By using meaning:f'ul comments in
the input deck, a much more meaning:f'Ul and readable assembly listing is
available.

4. Control cards - (located with the geography deck)
columns

1.

3.

8.

22

27

LOAD
QUIT

2.

4.
5.
6.
7.

18

*
*
**

PRI

2R

POS
OPl'ION
OPl'ION
GEO

2R

LOG

3R

32

52

37

EOF
TAPE
CARD

TAPE

TAPE

TAPE
TAPE

DRUM
DRUM

*

OP.rION card-GEO does not accept corrector inputs and does not output
a combined tape. Binary output is for drum storage regardless of what
is specified in col. 52.
** GEO card cannot contain options. GEO will stay in control until a
ZE card is read. This card follows the OPl'ION ca:rd in the deck.

5. Deck Structure - Structure of the deck GEOGRAPHY (para 2.0) is at the
user's discretion so long as the following rules are followed;
a. Drum slot assignments are allocated as specified in current FASTJ.sers Manual and/or Analystical Compendium. Normally FAST manual will
~iffice, however, a check should be made with each Tape Release Content to
.1..asure changes in deck structure have not been made.
If more than one source
of information is available, check them all to insure you are in fact loading
according to the most current directives.
b. Card order requirements are specified in the COSEAL t;sers Manual and
must be followed.
c. 33d Unique Coding - Coding specifications may be deviated from in
situations warrenting the same:
(1) Sym.bology position/positions as specified in the DC COMMON
APPENDIX can be moved to avoid clutter. For example, Hampton Roads AADCP
sym.bology appears South of the E feature where it will not conflict with RIC
(Richmond) sym.bology. The APPENDIX states the AADCP sym.bology will appear
North of the associated site.
2
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(2) Fixed geography serving more than one purpose requires special
coding. For example; RIC is used for dis~lay as an airbase and as a city.
Coding must insur~ the C features are not duplicated (appear twice) and that
the E features do not overlay and cause non-re•dability.

(3) Warrling areas are limited to one category, therefore are coded
for Xl display or..ly. They are positioned approximately 15 nm apart to insure
a clear picture of the warning areas on all expansions.
(4) Comments o~ the deck cards are limited primarily in the areas
of the deck which contain classified information. The programmer responsible
for geography should be consulted when questions arise as to the content of
the cards.

(5) Geography normally is fairly static. The 33d Air Division
geography changes are usually in the Warning/Restricted Areas section of
the deck. Since nearly all slots have been allocated it would be impossible
to add much to the existing system without making deletions. Reference
a current listing for the exact number of availa'ble slots.
(6) V cards instead of TA cards are used by 33d Air Division for
display of AADCP rings to preclude overlapping rings. Rings for adjacent/
overlap AADCP's are coded outside our boundaries for Xl expansion only.
Coding for all expansions is made where rings appear within the 33d Division
boundaries.

6.

Geography - STOPS and ADA Areas are classified and therefore do not appear
in the listing below. The list does contain the existing Geography in the
order it is presently loaded.
Boundaries
X2 landmarks
X1 landmarks

Inner/Outer ADIZ
Warning areas
Restric·ted areas
GEOREF

Radar Sites
FAA Check Points (required by Letters c,f Agreement)
Radio Fixes (al.so referred to as common reference pcin.ts)
Cities
FGN

3
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7. Prestore Procedures (opt:Lonal, but very llelp:ful. if' the readers are not
f'undtioning properly.

P.iso saves wear on the

ca~d

deck.)

1 - COSEAL MASTER

2
3
4
5
6
b.

- Blank (prestor)
- Blank
- Blank
- not used
-·not used

J)JCJC

S'fBUCTUaE

LOAD (#1)

card
geography declt
QUIT (#2) card
c.

(C5 85 14 card through the ZE card)

SWITCHES
\

Master Reset
SftM
d.

OPBRATIOB

1.. Assure tape set up is proper.
2, Load the deck in Reader.
3. Activate switches.
4. When: coQLPlete, insert Pll card ( #3) in Reader and LFAM, check
print-out for obvious errors.
5. Rewind TDU#2-manually or with POS card (#4) plus PROGRAM COITDJUE
button.
6. Tag all tapes produced and continue with assembly or store in
the proper tape cabinets.

a.

~pe

l.
2.

Set-up
COSEAL MASTER

Prestoire( optional)
Binary output

3.
4. l>LO
5. not used
6. not used

4
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b. mtcslt S'tJ;"U.cture
l.

01'.rIOB card. (15) tape input
OP.l'IOlf card (#6)

a. QJO....a.vd
3.

(tr)

geogr&pey,a..Qlt (C

.Q!

.·
.
85 14 card. throu8b. ZI card) Oll Prestaretape

c." 8witches
l.

2.
d,.

am .2!!

LlAM fit ~ on Dru.ms)

Operations
l, Assure tape set-up.
2, It using OP.rIOB :/P+, assure TDU' 1/e. is rewound.
3. Load the deck ·in the reader.
4. Activate switches.
5. When complete, ·insert LOG 3R (#8) in the- reader and press
PROORAM COl'ITIIUE.

6. Check the log tor errors.

7. Tag all tapes prod"Q.ced

9.

and store in proper cabinets.

StJMMABI - Geography procedures can be sumarized as follows:

a. Recognition of' a needed or desired change is gained through the
version release document or through formal requests from operation's
personnel.
·
b •.A decision is mde 'Whether the change is to be installed, how it
should be installed, and when to install it.
c. The card deck of geography is updated immediately so that it is
always current for assembly listings and binaey tape production.
d •...~e binary tape is produced with either preato::ue er card input.
This tape will be used by the Tape Loader and DD.1st be kept current·and
available f'or all version and sub-version loads.
e. .Geography mu.st be periodically reviewed to assure tbat
*ich are nQ longer required or desired are removed.

5
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TAPE LOAD
7-1. General. !his chapter outlined proceclurea to be followed in the production o't the Operaticmal Master Direct:t. Center Active Tape.
7-2.

:aeterencesi
a.

ADCM 55-33 - Testing 4cceptance and Maintenance of' SA.GE C011p1.ter

ograms.
b.

'fK-3010/22.0/00 - J'Am User's Jeumal.

7-3· Responsibilities:
a. !he Chief',
Coordinator.
b.

330PM

will designate one programer as

Tape Load

!he Tape Load Coordinator will:

( 1) :Ensure that all team members comply Yith the procedures outlined in tb1s .chapter. Jluclear Safety- Verification procedures ou.tlined in
"X 55-33 will be checked tor coll)tliance. ~e Annex A, this chapter, page 6
'

(2)

Load the Operational. Master Tape, and subsequent reTisiona.

(3)

Du.plicate and •iDtain all tapes 1D accordance with applicable

directives.

(4) Provide written cli;i-.ctives describing in detail the procedures
to be t'olloved in loacling SUOP tapes. These instructions will be updated
as required to ~ all 1.Dtor-.tion cun-ent. !heae instructions will be
maintained as Amlex A to this chapter.

(5) Keep the Chief' 330PX 1.Dtormed on the progress ot all tape
loads.

(6)

Schedule all activity- through the Program Coordinator.

The

Program Coordinator will proTide &D1' assistance desired after con.ideriDg
n-ent workload.

7-1
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(g) Extract onto individual tapes the Coseal, Run, Giant and
Unisim files. Notify prograimners with primary interest when this operation
has been completed. This procedure is carried out under Coseal Control.

(3)

Completing the "M" Load:

(a) The first or "M'' Load should include Geography, Adaptation
and Initial Conditions. Inputs are in the form of Binary Tape for Geography
and Adaptation and Symbolic (ETS) cards for Initial Conditions.
(b) The above inputs are to be provided in final format by the
individual prograimners concerned no later than the date specified by the
program coordinator in the production schedule.
(c) The Adaptation Coordinator will assist in accomplishing the
"M11 and "N" loads.
(d) Upon completion of the "M" load, schedule a Tape Check-out.
The check time, procedures and objectives should be coordinated with the
program coordinator.
(e) The following printouts must be obtained direct or DLO and
inserted under tab in the pressboard binder.
1 Deck Process
2 ETS Printout

1 Tape LOG
4 Tape Compare (Ops-Master to "M" Load)**
(4)

Completing the "N" Load:

(a) The "N" Load should contain all applicable Emergency
Changes, Test Changes, Final Address Adaptation and changes required by
special projects which have not been included on the Phoenix Version Release.
(b) The following printouts must be obtained direct or DLO
and inserted under tab in the pressboard binder.
1

Deck Process

2

SYC Printout

1 Tape LOG
4 Tape Compare ( "M'' to "N" Load)
2

**The Adaptation DLO may be substituted for the Tape Compare, however a
Compare DLO Tape should be retained until the tape goes operational.
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(c) Upon completion of the •r Loa~, individual programmers
with primary responsibility for loaded data will.review the S!'C and T•pe
Compare printouts. (See •Individual Programmer Responsibilities")
(d) .After load verification schedule a ~ilm.ml checkout. The
check time, procedures and objectives should be -coordinated with the program
coordinator.

(5)

Completing the •p11 Load:

(a) A minimml of two (2) quty Q.ays prior to the •p• Lo~, the·
Tape Load Coordinator should obtain a list~ng of all correctors to
inoiUd.ed
on the tape. This listing should be tabb~fand inserted in the Pl;'essboard
Binder and verified by individual programmers having • responsibility for
Program Correctors.

be

(b) The 11 p• Load will con~in all program correct-or~· pertinent
to the version being constructed and received prior·to a date specified-by
the Program Coordinator in the production schedule.

(c) ~a;L p~d~s require tl:lat a.ll programs be placed in
alphabetical order within the file being corrected.
(d) Upon completion of the "P" Load, schedule a detailed checkout. The check time, procedures and objectives should be coordinated with the
Program Coordinator.
(e) The following printouts must be obtained direct or DLO and
inserted under tab in the pressboard binder:
1

Deck Process

2 SIC Printout
~

Tape LOG

4 Tape Compare ("I" to "P" Load)
, (f) Upon completion of the "P" Load, individual programmers
will reYiew,~ SX'C and Tape Compare printouts. (See "Individual. Program.er
lte.sponsibilities")

( 6)

OYerloads:

(a) Overloads consist of installing additional correctors to the
system. or correcting earlier correctors erroneously conceived, coded, p.µiched
or loaded.
··

(b) lfhe procedures outlined for the "P" Load apply.
3
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(7)

General:

(a) It is the responsibility of the Tape Load Coordinator to
assure that the listings placed in the Pressboard Binder have been thoroughly
verified and that all applicable entries have been checked and initialed.
(b) The use of a Yellow Hi-lite to accentuate particularly
relevant printout entries may prove beneficial.
(c) The Inventory Log preceeding the deck process should be
verified by the Tape I..oad Coordinator for accuracy and completeness.
2.

Individual PrograDDD.er Responsibilities
a.

Version Description:

(1)
assigneci:

(2)
bond paper.

b.

Provide inputs to the Version Description document for all
(a)

Analysis Reports

{b)

Emerge;ncy Changes

(c)

Test Changes

(d)

Sage Program Changes

(e)

Program Error Corrections of significant operational impact.

(f)

Equipment Changes, and

(g)

Environmental Data Changes

Each individual input will be placed on a separate sheet of

(3)

The format prescribed in ADCM 55-33 will be adhered to.

(4)

Periodically review input data to assure its accuracy.

Program Correctors:

(1) Upon receipt of a TWX or version release document specifying
correctors to be loaded to the DCA programs, the individual prograDDD.ers with
primary responsibility in the areas concerned will code, key punch, and
verify the symbolic cards.

4
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(2) Local procedures require a duplicate IDr card be provided for
each corrector packet to be inserted in a Tape Load Inventory file.
IDT cards will contain the following notations in the comment field:
Column 47 thru 50 - The File in which the correctors D11st be
inserted.
Column 52 thru 58 - The first seven letters of the responsible
programmers last name.
Column 6o thru 71 - The correction identifier as it appears on
the TWX or other document.
eg

4

5

7

2

6
0

7
2

IPGD SHEPPAR 000 090028-A

(3) All corrector cards will include the card number and correction
identifier in columns 6o and following.
(4) Verified corrector decks will be inserted in their proper slots
in th~ tape load card file drawer. The duplicate IM card will be inserted
behind the divider marked "LOAD LOG" to serve as a ready reference for the
Tape Load Coordinator.
c.

Corrector Deck Verification:

(1) Approximately two duty days prior to the 11 P" Load the Tape
Load Coordinator will obtain a printout of the "P" Load deck. This printout
will be used as a final coding check prior to the actual load. Programmers
should verify coding and initial thru their names for each corrector packet
checked.
d.

Test Changes/Emergency Changes:

(1) Programmers with the responsibility for maintaining Test and/or
Emergency Changes will utilize a deck printout of the change and the current
and new version reflect disassemblies to verify nuclear safety and program
compatibility. The TC/EC deck printout, appropriately annotated will be
included in the version Pressboard Binder.
(2)

5

All TC-s and EC-s Dll.St be verified prior to loading.

30 sep 68
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e.

Jdd Yeritication:

{-l.) Upon completion of each load, procra-e""8 ccmcel".lled 'Will
Terif)' tb.e tape load b7 cOJqJ&rison ot the !ape CoiQare -4t Sl'CJ·:PiAtotiuts.
!l!XS 1a· A. PIIOBJ:ft rmt..AD llJSl.r.•...ACeCICPLISBD AS soo• • l'OSSIILI·
(1*D.tlm.T) 10LLOVI111. A TAl'I LOA».
(2) Bach tjtg1ster that has 'been modified w1ll be checked.and fl!
check or 'T' placed to the right ot the non-comparing line on the co•re
printout.

(3) Blocks ot J10D..coap&r1Dg registers will be bracketed· and
initialed b7 the verifymg progr.oUiler apon ·c°*Pletion of. his checks.

(It.) IXpl.Uatory notes, if considered worthwhile, should be
included 1D the right argiD ot the ~ printout.

t.

Two-an control:

(1) It is tlle respons1'bil1t:r ot each indivihal to illaare
constant tvo-mn cOntrctl ot all DC! .productions and the c;ycliJll ot DCA tor
other than active air defense. !h1a reapouibllit;r includes iuur:lng at
least two f!U,&1itied progre.B118rs are present tor any JM>diticatioa J1ade to a
DCA tape tD )roclu.ction or teat tor BD1' reason other than active a1r defense.
(2) Any modified DCA tape mat be compared with an eXisting
certified tape. Atter com.pe.rison and Teritication, the new DCA tape mat
be labeled Yith a tape control label muiber and a certification label. The
label number v1ll be l;pgled by the Program Coordinator. Upon destl'\lction
ot any eXi:st:lng DCA tapes, the labels (certification and control muiber)
will be removed and returned to the Prograa Coordinator (Reference 330DC
letter, Bu.clear Safety Yer1ticat1on, Sept 68.)

27 May 68
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CHAPrER 8
PROCESSING LOCAL CHANGES
8-1 General: Certain operational requirements may necessitate the processing
of local changes to SUOP programs and o,ther support programs. These changes
generally require special handling and are usually in the form of Emergency
Program Changes (EPC's) or Test Changes (TC's).
8-2.

References:

a. ADCM 55- 32 - Configuration Control of the SAGE and BJIC Com,puter
Program Systems.
b. ADCM 55- 33 - Testing, Acceptance and Maintenance of SAGE Computer
Programs.
8-3.

Responsibilities:

a. The Program Coordinator will be responsible for effecting all required
coordination:
(l)' Between agencies requesting changes and 330PM1 and;
(2)
(3)
IBR's, etc.

Between Headquarters, First Air Force and ADC, and;
All other interested agencies, i.e., other DC's and llJ'IC's,

b. The Program Coordinator will assign a programmer to each Local
Change Request to determine:
(1)

Feasibility testing requirements.

(2)

Coding requirements and testing of approved changes.

c. The assigned programmer will load and supervise the testing of all
approved changes.
8-4.

Procedures:
a.

The administrative processing of EPCs and Test Changes will be

IAW with the references stated in para 8-2 above.

b. Requests for EPC's and/or Test Ch~es will be made by letter to
330PM, from the requesting agency. Request will be made IAW the procedures
outlined in the reference listed in 8-2a above.
c. The Chief, 330PM, will direct the Programming Coordinator to conduct
feasibility study concerning the requested change. The Programming
Coordinator will appoint a programmer, or team of programmers to conduct the
study. When more than one programmer is assigned to a project, one programmer
will be designated as the responsible programmer for the task to be performed.
8-1
~
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d. Coding and testing will normally take place during the feasibility
study, but in some cases may be delayed.
e.

Upon completion of the feasibility study:

(1) If the results show the change to be impractical, the requesting
agency will be notified inunediately.
(2) If the results show the change to be practical, a request
for approval will be forwarded to ADC, and the requesting agency will be
notified.
f.

Upon notification from ADC:

(1) If requ~st for approval is denied, the requesting agency will
be notified immediately.
(2) If request for approval is granted, the PrograDlming Team will
implement the change as soon as possible, after ensuring proper coding and
testing is completed.
g.

Documentation Required:

(1) TPR.
(2)

Sub-version description, if applicable.

(3) Annotations to existing documentation to reflect changes.

8-2
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ERROR RESOll.JTION

9·1. General: This chapter will deal with the procedures for problem solving.
The procedures outlined point out the general direction that error resolution
should take, spell out the requirements for recording data pertaining to
problems and solutions, and methods of monitoring the resultant documentation.
9-2.

References:
a.

HOI 55 Series, Use of Program Incident Report (ADC Form 119).

b. ADCM 55-32, Configuration Control of the SAGE and HJIC Computer
Program Systems.
c. ADCM 55-33·
Programs.

TE7sting, Acceptance, and Maintenance of SAGE Computer

9-3· Responsibilities:
a.

The Chief 330PM will:

(1) Ensure that all team members are familiar with the accepted
methods of problem solving within the SAGE Computer programming complex.
(2) Ensure that all team members comply with current directives
pertaining to problem solving and documentation.

(3) Monitor the progress of all problems handles by the Programming
Team to ensure prompt and effective solutions, and proper documentation.
b.

Team Members will:

(1) Be familiar with the accepted methods of problem solving within the SAGE Computer Programming complex.
(2) Have complete knowledge of all current directives pertaining
to problem solving and documentation.

(3) Keep the Chief 330PM advised of the progress of all problems
for which they have been delegated responsibility.
(4) Ensure that adequate documentation is produced for all problems
for which they have assigned responsibility.
c.

The Secretary will:

(1) Assist the Chief 330PM and team members in the production of
•ll required documentation.
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(2) Provide the Program Coordinator with an adequate distribution
system for all documentation pertaining to problem solving.

9-4. Problem Solving: The most difficult task of the Programing Team is
problem solving. This section serves only to guide the problem solver in
determining alternative solutions, and is not an attempt to standardize
processes of logic and analysis. All of the elements of problem solving
listed below are in the context of the SAGE System. It is accepted that not
all problems require the application of all of the elements listed, some
data are axiomatic or empirical, and need not be processed, but merely used.
a. Definition. This is the first phase of problem solving. It occurs
first, continues throughout analysis, and should be used at the end to ensure
that the resulting solutions are for the correct problem.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Define the problem and record data:
(a)

Review problem report.

(b)

Interrogate individuals concerned.

(c)

Observe the problem, using, simulation when necessary.

(d)

Team, or sub-team discussion.

Clarify the problem:
(a)

Determine effects and priority (Category).

{b)

Isolate reported factors.

Determine Action:
(a)

Establish criteria.

(b)

Limit the problem.

(c)

Determine objectives of solutions.

(d)

Determine responsibilities and limiting factors.

b. Investigation: This second phase of problem solving should only
begin after the first, definition, is fairly complete. It too should continue throughout the analysis, and is limited only by time and availability
.of data.
(1)

Data Analysis:
(a)

Review recorded data to determine how the system is

working.
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should work.

(b) Review published data to determine how the system
This will include investigation of:
1 Operational Specification.
2 Operations Handbooks (Positional Handbooks).

l

Program Listings.

4 Program Modifications ( SPCs, ARs, EPCs, etc. ) •

2

Supplementary Program Data

(c) Compare how the System is working to how the System
should be working.
1 If the system is working as it should, this fact
must be presented to the originator of the problem report. In some
cases this may first require a clarification request pertaining to certain
published data.
2 If the system is not working as it should, the problem
becomes a matter of determining why there is a discrepancy.
(2) Finding Alternatives: If a system discrepancy is found
to exist:
(a) A problem report should be forwarded to 27TAA as soon
as possible (See Chapter 11). If it appears that a solution is imminent,
the report may be reasonably delayed until it can include suggested
corrective action. In all cases, 27TAA should be notified by telephone
immediately upon determination that a discrepancy exists.
(b) Lateral units should be consulted concerning the
problem. An exchange of information may prove useful in arriving at a
solution.
(c) Determine what modifications to the system are required
to correct the problem. It must be remembered that, in most cases, there
will be more than one solution. Within limits, as many solutions as possible
should be considered.
c. Evaluation: The third phase of problem solving involves taking
action upon data derived from the previous two.
(1) Choosing an Alternative: Once a set of solutions is defined,
a choice must be made as to which is to be implemented. This decisionmaking process must take into account:
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(•)

Does it •et with the estab_lisbed criteria?

(b) Does it alter established ·system specifications?
(c)

How does it effect the r_.st of the systemt

(d)

How coawlex is the altern•tive?

(-~) Testing: When an alternative: is chosen it must be tested.
The test m11st be as comprehensive and accurate es possible.
-

(a) First the solution is pla·ced into a fo19t which is
COJll.P&itibie,-, with the system. In most cases this will involve coding
correctors, to·modify the program or programs in question.
(b) The solution mu.st be paper-checked. This invo]..ves
testing the logic through flow analysis, or program listing analysis.
( c) Machine testing follows paper-checking. The system.,
modified by the solution is cycled in the computer. Where practical, this
~y be accom_plished using live air defense.
In most cases it will involve
the use of s1.Dlu.lation techniqu~s.
(d) Changes to a solution my be required as testing takes
place, dictated by test results.
Reiteration: The processes of problem solving are performed
Once a solution is foUnd and tested, the entire process
should be gone,through again, .•king use o+ the new into~tion derived
from the .first cycle. ~.is t.rue during-any phase. Information 4erived
from the investigat_ion phase •7 dictate a return to the problem. definition
phase. The problem solving stops when the limits of time and/or resources
have beeD, reached, or when it bec.omes apparent that :turther itera,tion will
not signtficantly add to the solution already obtained.
d.

reite~tively.

e. Documentation: The last phase of problem solving is the product;lon
of documentation. The following documentation is required,, as specified.
(1) Technical Progra•Jng -Reports (Tl'R).
for requirements and f'o~s.

See Chapter 11

(2) Sub-Version Description. Required. vb.en the solut_ion to
a pl'Qblem.,_iDTOl'l"eS 111it,j01" cl1U.ges,,, or if it ·is to 'be incor_porated ,.-s fi
part of a 'llaJor .-cb.a'Dge to· an·'operi.tio:naI tes>e. It expl&iDS the.,. ditterenct·s
between the old'.·W.pe and tlle ~pe vtiieh b&e- l:>een loaded with correctoftli•
!he fo,nat is·1*e .._,as tor Version Description (Cbapte~~lO)
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(3) Coding Sheets: Required f'or all solutions which iDTolve
modifications to enating pr0grus. !hese sheets contain the program coding
required. to :pJ'04uce the 1* punch cards, and are :placed in the appropriate
Area JoteboC>k to update the listings.

9.5. Process!nf o,perational Crew Problem Reports (PII, ADC Form 119),:
a.

Operatio~

Problem Reporting:

(1) ProblellS Will 'be reported to 330JIJI IAW the appropriate IOI.
(2) When practicable, the ·Chief', 330PM, will be notified b7
tltlepbone, ot the existence ot a p0ssible problem.
b.

!eali. !'iroc'8a1ng:
(1) Two copies of' each Problem Incident Report (PD)
~e f'oll~wi~ actions will take place:

330111. U:pon. receipt·

are

sent to

(a) !he·Secretary Ull ·log.the report in by its reference
uU9,ber and illlllediatel7 notif'i the· Chief', .330PM, and the Progi-am!'Coordinator.
One co-gr will be given to the Program Coordinator and one copy will be re..
tained in the PIR file.
(b)

The Program Coordinator will imm.ediately review the

PIB, and assign a programmer, or team ot programmers to take .action on the
report. One programmer will be designated as the team member pr1-rily
responsible for the project.
(c) The respmsible programmer, acting in conjunction with
the other assigned programmers will take· action to clear the problem. report
and produce the required documentation IAW 9-4 above.
(d) Upon completion of' action to clear the problem report,
the respomi1ble programmer will complete section II of· the PIB. The text
will be written on lined. paper, attached to the Programming Team Cop7, and
given to the Secretary ~or typing of Section II. The ADC Form 119 will be
'completed as follows:

1 A statement will be made as to whether the reported
problem was or was not a valid :DCA problem.
2 It the problem was not valid, a generalized explanation will be made, citing references where applicable •

.J If' the pri>ble• was valid, • iJt&tement wiU 'be •de
:noting.the generalised area at f'ault, what action bu been taken to correct
the dis~repancy, and approxiJUte time of' implementation. If' higher echelon
actiQll. is re.quirei, it will be so noted. Explanation will be cnncise -a.
1n eonven:ti~ . language ..
9-5
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(e) Upon receipt of the test and team copy of ADC Form
119, the Secretary will type the information for Section II on both team
and file copies.

(2) The following records pertaining to Pms will be maintained
to facilitate training and provide a data base for study:
(a)

Invalid problem reports:
1

PIR number and date.

2

Reporting individual.

l

Responsible programmer

4 Systen area.

i
(b)

Time expended.

Valid problem reports:
1

PIR number and date.

2

Reporting individual.

l

Responsible programmer.

4 System area.

4

Action required.

6 Time expended.
c.

Dis~sition:

(1) The Program Coordinator and Chief, 330PM, will review all
completed PIRs prior to disposition.
(2) The Team copy will be sent to 330CC through normal distribution channels.

(3) The File copy will be stamped "Action Completed" and
returned to the file.
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SITE VERSION PRODUCTION AND TURNOVER
10-1. General: This chapter as-signs responsibilities and sets forth precedures to be followed in the production, documentation and turnover of
DCA program versions.
10-2.

References:

a.
Programs.

ADCM 55-33, Testing, Acceptance and Maintenance of SAGE Computer

b. ADCM 55-32· Configuration Control of the 416L.
(IIJIC) Computer Program Systems.
10-3.

(SAGE)

and 416M

Terms Comm.only Used (Defined by ADCM 55-33):

a. Delivery: The transfer of an accepted version from the Test
and Acceptance Agency (TAA) to the field military programming team.
b.

Version Package:

A term including

(1)

The Version Tape.

(2)

Program Listings.

(3) Version Description.
(4)

Release Documentation.

(5)

List of Untested Areas.

(6)

Program Status Report.

c. Turnover: The availability of a computer program for operational
use in active air defense.
d. Releas~: The transfer, by the programming contractor, to the
military TAA of a computer program version that has been tested and declared
acceptable by the TAA.
10-4.

Responsibilities:
a.

Chief, 330PM:

(1) Determines the operational date of' a major version if not
already directed by ADC.
(2)

Provides administrative support for the programming team.

(3) Exercises final authority on the content of the site produced
portion of versions or sub-versions.
10-1
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b.

Program Coordinator:

(1) Responsible for the quality of the version turned over to
the Direction Center.
(2)
related areas.

Supervises the programming team in version production and

(3)
sub-version.

Establishes a production schedule for a pending version or

(4)
geography.

Determines site unique content.

(5) Assigns specific responsibility for initial conditions and
(as required)
(6)

Edits and supervises publication of Version releases.

(7) Assigns Emergency ~gram Changes (EPCs), Test Changes (TCs),
SAGE Program Changes (SPCs), Analysis Reports (ARs), and Program Error
Corrections (PECs) to team members as a prime responsibility during version
production.
c.

Team Members

(1) Responsible for his assigned program areas, and specific
assignments in version production.
(2) Performs other tasks as directed by the Chief 330PM and the
Program Coordinator.
10-5.

Procedures:
a.

Major Version Production

Pre-Delivery Phase:

(1) Team members review all documentation pertaining to SPCs
and ARs scheduled for the version, with particular emphasis on those SPCs
and ARs assigned.
(2) Update,to the degree possible,individual geography and
initial conditions.

(3) Review assigned EPCs or TCs for possible coding changes.
b.

Receipt of Version Package Phase:
(1)

Process documentation IAW Chapter 3.

(2) Tape Load Coordinator assumes responsibility for the version
maintenance master and starts tape load procedures.
10-2
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(3) :J>eliverr docwr&entatioa reviewe4,.1n detail for new pro~
prograa·~es reaW.t~ troa

llocla, C:.,003:. amt initial data chUges and

ABs &Del

l!PC•.

(4) Finalize geograpbJ' a'1d 1nit1-i

~oDditiou.

(5) lecode it·neceyarr BPCs and TCs - teat.
CoordiDAtbr with required load deck.
c.

ProTide !'ape Load

Testing and Verification Phase:
(1)

Computer time

r~quirements

for team members are defined in

Chapter 2.
( 2) ··Testing and Verif'ictation ·will be accomplished using tb.e
prescribed tape.

(3) Testing will be accomplished IAW Chapter 7.

(4) Verification procedures are contai.Ded in Chapter 8.
(5) As each assigned area is verified and tested the
Coordinator will be so adTised.

Prosr-m

(6) Any errors uncovered Will be processed IAW Chapter 9 and
Chapter ll.

(7) Testing and verification will be
dicated in tl:Le ver•1on production schedule.
( 8)

~·

co~leted

on the elate in-

last operation during this phase will be tlle l<*l-1.Dg of

train1Dg .,., (l'fY 11> ~
d.

Documentation:

(l} BPCs &Dc1 SPCa, etc., initi-1.l.y. asa:l.ped tor testing Will
also be documented b;y the same program.er tor the version release.

(2) Drafts of' the docU11entation will be· given to ta:e.Prograa
Coordinator on or prior to the elate established on the pi"C>Cluction schedule.
( 3) The to~t v:lll 'be I.AW current ABCJI 55-33 ~e4blre•.
( 4} The version descriptioa will be 'publiahe4 Di distrintei
as soon as possiltle af'ter the t:ratmng· tape is •de &ftilable ·to tb.e: Dinction
Center.
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($) Team members are to proof read their portion of the version
description.
e.

Version Turnover:

(1) The operational load will be made IAW Chapter 8 on the
date established in the production schedule.
(2) The Chief 330PM will review the history of the version
prior to its turnover.
(3) A turnover letter to the Director (330CC) will be prepared
by the Secretary when so advised by the Program Coordinator/Chief 330PM.
10-6~

Production:

Sub-Version Production:

a. The requirement for and the content of a sub-version will be
determined by the Chief 330PM and Program Coo~inator.
b. The production schedule will be established based on the
urgency of the situation.
c.

Tapeload procedures to be followed are contained in Chapter 8.

d. Testing and verification will be accomplished as specified in
paragraph 10-5 c above.
e. Procedures for documentation and turnover are essentially the
same as described in para 10-4d, except that the version description will
be turned over with or prior to the tape turnover.
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PROBLEM REPORTING
General: This chapter outlines procedures and format for Technical
Programming Reports (TPRs).
11-1.

References: ADCM 55- 33, Testing, Acceptance, and Maintenance of
SAGE Computer Programs.

11-2.
11-3.

Responsibilities:

a. Chief, 330PM, is responsible fo~ insuring that problem analysis
and reporting is conducted according to. accepted stalldards and procedures.
overall responsibility will be assigned to one progranmer whenever problems
overlap into several areas. All programmers' duty assignments will be made
by the Program Coordinator.
b. The programmer responsible for the area involved will initiate
TPRs. He DDlSt insure the technical accuracy of all statements and solutions
contained in the TPR.
1-4.

Procedures:

a. The responsible programmer will call 27TAA immediately upon
isolation of the problem (See Chapter 4).
b.

A TPR will be sent to 27TAA as soon as possible.

c. The responsible programmer will fill out the body of' the report
including suggested correctors if' any.
d. The Program Coordinator will edit the draft TPR to insure completeness and accuracy.
e. The approved text will be given to the Secretary who will put it
in the proper format.
f.

The final report will be proofread by -t;;he responsible programmer.

g. The report will be sent out via military teletype with priority
assigned in accordance with the problem category.
(1)

Category I - PRIORITY.

(2)

Category II - ROUTINE.
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UTILITY AND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
12-1. General: There are five utility and support systems used at the
33d AD. COSEAL,, GIANT,, UNISIM,, RUN and SPARS.
12-2.

Responsibilities.:

a. The Chief, 330PM, will designate a programmer to be responsible
for one or more of these systems.

b. '!'he designated programmer vill. be responsib1e tor 1oa4ing
correctors and for problem reporting.
12-3.

Procedures:

a. New Version: TAA sends a four-file ·•Ster tape to 330PM containing COSEAL, GIANT, UNISIM and mm. SPARS will be received on a separate
tape {Each system will be copied onto a separate tape.) and will be made
available for use in the co~ter room. An extra copy of the RUB tape
will be made to accompany the release of the new DCA version.
b. Problem Processing: After defining the problem, the responsible
programmer will fill out a Technical Programming Report following the procedures in ADCM 55- 33.
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TESTmG
13-1. General. System Verification Assurance Testing is done at Phoenix
by the Test and Acceptance Age.ncy. All other testing is the responsibility
of 330PM.
13-2 Procedures:
a.

Version Testing.

(1) The programming Team will be under the direction of the Program
Coordinator for all version testing. The Program Coordinator will coordinate
any special testing requirements with the Tape Load Coordinator and the programmer concerned. The Program Coordinator will assign version-specific SA.GE
Program Changes (SPC's) and Analysis Reports (AR's) to individual programmer(s)
for testing.' The assigned programmer(s) will:
(a) Read all documentation and become thoroughly familiar
with the expected results.
(b) Thoroughly check all coding to see that it was loaded
properly and determine that the coding checks on paper.
(c) Using test tools, determine that actual results check
witll expected results.
(d)

Verify compatability during RENTS and also during normal

(e)

Report discrepancies to T.AA following the procedures in

cycling.
ADCM 55-33·
(2) Local program changes and initial data changes will be updated
by the responsible programmer(s) ·and testing following (b), (c) and (d) above.
Program Error Corrections will be tested by the responsible programmer IAW 13a(l) thru .(e) above.
b. Sub-Version Testing: Sub-version testing procedures will follow
version testing procedures except for the requirement for the RENT.
c. Standard Tests: Each programmer will write testing instructions
in the form of checklists for checking each of their program areas. These
checklists will be designed in such a manner that any programmer can check any
assigned areas. These checklists should include test objectives, expected
results, and any other information required to perform the test. Control cards
and data cards should be designed as required. The Program Coordinator will
maintain a copy of all checklists. Programmers are responsible for providing
~~e Program Coordinator with current checklists.
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